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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jul/26/jewish-settlers-occupy-house-
hebron-benjamin-netanyahu-israeli 

Erdoğan: Israel is harming Jerusalem’s Islamic character 
Israeli officials brand Turkish president’s comments ‘absurd’ as unrest continues at 
Jerusalem’s holy sites 
Peter BeaumontThursday 27 July 2017 02.03 AEST 

The Turkish president, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, has intervened in the continuing crisis 
surrounding the Jerusalem holy sites by accusing Israel of undermining the city’s “Islamic 
character”, in comments likely to further inflame regional tensions. 
The comments by Erdoğan, which came as Muslim leaders called on Palestinians to 
continue prayers and protests in the city, triggered an immediate tit-for-tat with Israeli 
officials, who said the accusation was “absurd” and pointed to Turkey’s own human rights 
record. 
Protests have been held each evening outside the compound housing Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa 
mosque after Israel introduced new security measures, which followed the killing of two 
Israeli police officers at the entrance to the shrine by three Israeli Arabs. 
Speaking at a conference in Ankara, Erdoğan said: “Israel is harming Jerusalem’s Islamic 
character ... Nobody should expect us to remain silent against the double standards in 
Jerusalem.” He added that Turkey “cannot tolerate” constraints placed on Muslims visiting 
the site during prayers. 
Al-Aqsa, one of Islam’s holiest sites and a symbol for Palestinians seeking their own state, 
is built on a compound revered by Jews as the vestige of their two ancient temples. 
The site lies in east Jerusalem, which was captured by Israel in a 1967 war and annexed to 
form part of its “eternal, indivisible” capital – a move not recognised internationally. 
Hoping to calm days of unrest, Israel removed metal detectors from the entrances to the 
compound, put in place after the attack on 14 July, but has said it will now install advanced 
CCTV cameras instead. 
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An Israeli border police officer holds a stun grenade in his hand while Palestinian 
teenagers pray in the street near an entrance to al-Aqsa mosque. Photograph: Peter 
Beaumont for the Guardian

Palestinians insist that any new security measures are unacceptable. 
Erdoğan’s intervention looks set to raise the temperature again, with Israel’s foreign 
ministry accusing Turkey of behaving as though the Ottoman empire still existed. 
“It’s absurd that the Turkish government, which occupies northern Cyprus, brutally 
represses the Kurdish minority and jails journalists, lectures Israel, the only true 
democracy in the region,” said a spokesman, Emmanuel Nahshon. 
The evolving crisis has seen Mahmoud Abbas’s Palestinian Authority suspend security 
cooperation with Israel on the West Bank, as well as the nightly mass protests in Jerusalem 
that are beginning to take the shape of a campaign of civil disobedience. 
In a further development, around 120 hardline Jewish settlers have occupied a house in 
the old city of Hebron, citing Israel’s handling of the crisis over the Haram al-Sharif/
Temple Mount compound in Jerusalem. 
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Palestinian worshippers pray in a lane in Jerusalem’s old city. Photograph: Peter 
Beaumont for the Guardian

The settlers broke into the building, which is located close to a religious site in the 
southern West Bank city – the Ibrahimi mosque and Tomb of the Patriarchs, a location 
that rivals the Jerusalem holy site for sensitivity. 
The occupation of the building follows a familiar pattern of Jewish settlers and the far-
right parties that support them using high-profile political events to demand concessions 
that favour their agenda. 
Explicitly linking the crisis in Jerusalem to the legal battle over the building, the settlers 
issued a statement “calling on the government to boldly raise the banner of settlement and 
loyalty to the land of Israel. In the face of the murder of Jews, in the face of national 
stammering, we demand that the Israeli government enable the families to live in Beit 
HaMachpela [the building] immediately.” 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jul/27/benjamin-netanyahu-threatens-
to-expel-al-jazeera-from-israel 

Benjamin Netanyahu threatens to expel al-Jazeera from 
Israel 
Prime minister accuses Qatar-based network of ‘stirring violence’ in coverage of protests 
around holy site in Jerusalem 
ReutersThursday 27 July 2017 11.38 AEST 
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An Israeli border policeman holds a stun grenade in his hand while Palestinian teenagers 
pray in the street near an entrance to the al Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem. Photograph: Peter 
Beaumont for the Guardian 
Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu on Wednesday said he would work to close the 
Jerusalem offices of al-Jazeera, accusing the Qatar-based television news network of 
inciting recent violence in the city. 
Jerusalem is experiencing one of its most tense periods in years as Palestinians protest 
against heightened Israeli security measures near the Temple Mount-Noble Sanctuary 
compound, one of the city’s holiest sites. The events have been widely reported, including 
by al-Jazeera. 
“The al-Jazeera network continues to stir violence around the Temple Mount,” Netanyahu 
wrote on his Facebook page in Hebrew. “I have spoken several times to law-enforcement 
authorities demanding the closure of al-Jazeera’s offices in Jerusalem. If this does not 
happen because of legal interpretation, I will work to enact the required legislation to expel 
al-Jazeera from Israel,” the Israeli leader added. 
The Qatar-based network was not immediately available for comment. 
The spike in tensions and the deaths of three Israelis and four Palestinians in violence on 
Friday and Saturday raised international alarm. 
Al-Jazeera has also faced government censure in neighbouring Egypt when in 2014, the 
Arab state jailed three al-Jazeera employees for seven years and closed the network’s 
offices. Two have been released but a third remains imprisoned. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jul/27/israel-removes-further-security-
measures-from-al-aqsa-compound 

Israeli security forces and Palestinian worshippers clash 
outside al-Aqsa mosque 
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Scenes follow jubilation over Israel’s decision to remove controversial security devices 
installed at one of Jerusalem’s most-revered sites 
Peter BeaumontFriday 28 July 2017 04.10 AEST 

 

Palestinians celebrate outside the Lions’ Gate entrance to the al-Aqsa mosque compound 
as barriers are removed from the site. Photograph: Ahmad Gharabli/AFP/Getty Images 
Palestinians and Israeli security forces clashed inside the Jerusalem compound that houses 
the al-Aqsa mosque on Thursday night, as thousands of Muslims rushed to pray at the site 
for the first time in nearly two weeks following Israel’s removal of controversial security 
devices. 
Scenes of jubilation inside one of the city’s most revered siteshad greeted the early 
morning removal of all additional security measures imposed on the site by Israeli security 
forces, following days of Palestinian street protests over the devices. 
But the celebrations turned to scenes of chaos in the evening as Israeli police threw stun 
grenades in a narrow lane outside one of the mosque’s main entrances. Israeli police said 
they responded after stones were thrown at officers at the gates to the site. 
The Palestinian Red Crescent said 100 Palestinians were hurt, including some by rubber 
bullets and beatings. It said several people suffered broken bones. 
Palestinians had been boycotting entry to the site while the additional security measures – 
introduced after three Israeli Arabs killed two Israeli police officers at an entrance to the 
compound on 14 July – remained in place. 
In a surprise reversal, the extra security – including barriers and infrastructure for new 
cameras – were removed by workers in the early hours of Thursday following the 
dismantling of metal detectors earlier this week, amid fears of unrest during what were 
expected to be large protests around Friday prayers. 

Thursday was the first day in almost a fortnight in which Muslim officials had ruled it was 
permissible to enter the compound to pray. 
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“After extensive discussion and after achieving this victory in this round we call on our 
people in Jerusalem and inside (Israel) and anyone who can access the al-Aqsa Mosque to 
enter ... en masse,” the Islamic leaders said in a statement. 
However, as thousands of joyful worshippers packed the area outside of the Lions Gate 
entrance to the mosque compound for afternoon prayers, it became clear that one of the 
key entrances – the Huta gate – was still being blocked by Israeli border police, who only 
allowed worshippers to enter at the last moment. 
Tensions were heightened further still as police opened and closed the gate several times 
before dispersing the crowd with stun grenades. 
The confrontations continued inside the mosque compound itself where police fired tear 
gas and rubber bullets as Palestinians threw stones inside the site that is holy to Muslims 
and Jews. 
The 15-hectare (37-acre) compound, known to Muslims as the Noble Sanctuary and to 
Jews as the Temple Mount, has long been a lightning rod for the rival religious and 
national narratives of the two sides. 

An official of the Waqf, the Islamic institution that administers the compound housing the 
al-Aqsa mosque, is carried shoulder high by Palestinian worshippers to one of the main 
entrances to the shrine. Photograph: Peter Beaumont for the Guardian 
There have been signs that the prayer protest movement – which drew thousands each 
night to largely non-violent gatherings – had given an unusual sense of empowerment to 
Palestinians in East Jerusalem who have long lived without their own political institutions 
under Israeli occupation. 
Israeli security analysts had noted that the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, had 
thrown his weight behind the movement, suspending security coordination with Israel. 
The Islamist group Hamas also sought to endorse the street protests, and hailed the 
removal of the security measures. Izzat Risheq, a senior leader, tweeted that Palestinians 
had achieved a “historic victory … tomorrow they will celebrate the removal of the 
occupation itself”. 
Ahead of the clashes there had been a festival spirit in the streets around the mosque with 
worshippers handing out sweets to passersby to celebrate. Among those who had gathered 
was a family of three women, Safa, Rima and Arin Shamsiya. 
“We feel so happy,” said Safa. “It has been the most stressful two weeks ever. But the sense 
of community among the Palestinians of Jerusalem has been incredible in standing up for 
al-Aqsa.” 
Firas Abasi said he felt like crying over the “victory”. “For 12 days no one has slept, no one 
has done anything except the al-Aqsa mosque,” he said. 
Mohammed Abu Sneina, a cook who works in Tel Aviv, told the Guardian he had told his 
manager he could not come to work while he was protesting over the Israeli-imposed 
security measures at al-Aqsa. 
“I need to be here,” he said. “I’ve been coming each days since early in the morning.” 
After parts of the crowd were sent scattering by stun grenades the mood changed sharply. 
“It’s the Israelis who are doing this,” screamed a woman who declined to give her name. 
“They said that we could come here to pray today and then they do this.” 
Jordan is the Muslim custodian of the shrine Islam’s third-holiest site after Mecca and 
Medina in Saudi Arabia. Muslims believe the site marks the spot where the prophet 
Muhammad ascended to heaven. 
Jews also revere the hilltop compound as the Temple Mount, site of the two Jewish biblical 
temples. It is the holiest site in Judaism, and the nearby Western Wall, a remnant of one of 
the temples, is the holiest place where Jews can pray. 
King Abdullah of Jordan urged Israel to “respect the historical and legal situation in the 
holy shrine to prevent the recurrence of these crises”. 
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Palestinian worshippers pray between police security barriers in the street outside the 
Lions’ Gate entrance to the compound. Photograph: Peter Beaumont for the Guardian 

Israeli far-right political leaders, on whom the prime minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, is 
dependent to keep his coalition in power, criticised the removal of the security devices. 
Naftali Bennett, the education minister and a member of the security cabinet, told Army 
Radio that Israel had been weakened by the decision. “I anticipate an increase in violence 
soon,” he said. “Every time that Israel strategically caves, we get an intifada. You sort of 
benefit in the short term, but you cause damage in the long run.” 
Netanyahu has faced a growing backlash from both his political opponents and even his 
traditional backers for his handling of the crisis. Perhaps most extraordinarily, his stance 
was denounced as “feeble and frightened” by Israel Hayom, a freesheet that usually backs 
him unquestioningly. 
The paper, nicknamed the Bibiton combining the Hebrew word for paper and Netanyahu’s 
nickname, condemned the prime minister’s “demonstration of helplessness”. 
In a populist move, apparently designed to try and repair his credentials with his rightwing 
base, Netanyahu said on Thursday that the Palestinian who killed three Israelis last week 
should be executed. 
“The death penalty for terrorists is something that the time has come to do,” the prime 
minister told the family of the dead Israelis. 
Though Israeli law permits the death penalty, the Israeli government has only put one 
person to death: Nazi war criminal Adolf Eichmann, in 1962. 
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Muslims return to al-Aqsa mosque to pray after Israel 
removes barriers 
http://www.smh.com.au/world/muslims-return-to-alaqsa-mosque-to-pray-after-israel-
removes-barriers-20170727-gxkduh.html 
July 28 2017 - 11:31AM 
Jerusalem: Throngs of Muslims resumed praying at al-Aqsa mosque in occupied East 
Jerusalem on Thursday after Israel, seeking to reduce tensions in an explosive atmosphere, 
removed the last traces of security structures near the entrances to the holy site before 
dawn. 
The moves came after a two-week standoff and outbursts of deadly violence that had 
spread to the occupied West Bank, as Palestinians in East Jerusalem boycotted the sacred 
compound, praying en masse in the streets to protest the installation of metal detectors 
and other security measures. 

Banksy opens hotel on West Bank 
Under an army watchtower and across the street from the concrete wall Israel has built in 
parts of the occupied West Bank, street artist Banksy has opened a guesthouse in the 
Palestinian city of Bethlehem. 
But emotions remained charged, and clashes broke out in and around the holy esplanade. 
Protesters hurled stones and were dispersed by riot police. Palestinian medics reported 
dozens injured by stun grenades, tear gas and rubber bullets. 
Israel took down the metal detectors Tuesday amid a diplomatic showdown with Jordan, 
the custodian of the shrine and a crucial regional ally. 
But the crisis was more than a struggle over security measures, touching on the volatile 
and fundamental issues of ownership and control of the compound that is revered by Jews 
as the Temple Mount and by Muslims as the Noble Sanctuary. 
Tensions with Jordan also worsened Thursday, with King Abdullah II harshly criticising 
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu over his handling of the fatal shooting of two 
Jordanians in Amman earlier this week by an Israeli embassy guard. 
The Palestinian civil disobedience campaign was accompanied by bloodshed - three 
Israelis were stabbed to death and four Palestinians were killed in clashes with Israeli 
security forces. And the decision to remove the remaining metal railings and scaffolding 
occurred under the threat of further violence. 
Hamas, the Islamist militant group, had called for a "Day of Rage" on Friday, and Fatah, 
the rival mainstream faction led by Palestinian Authority president Mahmoud Abbas, 
similarly called for a day of rage last week and urged Palestinian Muslims to hold protest 
marches. 
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Israeli border police officers stand near the Dome of the Rock in the al-Aqsa Mosque 
compound in Jerusalem's Old City. Photo: AP

"Everyone stood as one man," Abbas said on Thursday, praising the determination of the 
Palestinians who had stayed outside the mosque compound until Israel had restored the 
area around the mosque to its previous state. 
The current crisis began with a brazen attack on the morning of July 14, when three armed 
Palestinian citizens of Israel emerged from al-Aqsa mosque and shot dead two Israeli 
police officers guarding the compound. 

 

BDS encourages Israel to enter into a two-state dialogue 
Nick Riemer12:00AM July 26, 2017 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/bds-encourages-israel-to-enter-into-
a-twostate-dialogue/news-story/6183852b6ba15870d47b1fa8971427b8 

A major national conference on the boycott, divestment and sanctions campaign for 
Palestine will be held at the University of Sydney this week. 
Predictably, the conference has been met with stock accusations of anti-Semitism. 
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With the baselessness of that charge increasingly apparent, it’s a good time to consider a 
more serious objection to academic BDS: the idea that academics’ duty is to privilege 
dialogue and debate, not boycott, as the pathway to a more peaceful world. 
In fact, BDS springs from the failure of dialogue to secure peace. Initiated in 2005 by more 
than 170 Palestinian civil-society organisations, the campaign is a response to the 
blockade, illegal settlements, home demolitions, water theft, checkpoints and summary 
killings that turn the everyday life of an entire people into a waking nightmare. 
It also demands recognition of the UN-mandated right of return of Palestinian refugees — 
a right that the refugees may or may not choose to exercise. 
Palestine is, of course, not the only human rights and peace struggle today — but it is the 
landmark international one, and victory would set a powerful precedent. It is also one to 
which academics can, for once, directly contribute. Academics are regularly urged to 
maximise their impact, but our work is usually conducted at multiple removes from real-
world effect: as researchers and lecturers, we mostly advise and teach others, rather than 
acting ourselves. 
When it comes to the Middle East, however, our professional activity forces us to choose 
sides. Israel has made its universities key components of the intellectual and material 
infrastructure of the occupation. They play this role in many ways: in large-scale arms 
research; military training programs; systematic privileges for students in the army; use of 
academic capital as international smart-washing; a revolving door between the highest 
levels of academe and government — and even, in several cases, premises on stolen 
Palestinian land. 
That presents academics outside Israel with a choice: do we maintain business as usual 
with Israeli institutions, even though doing so supports and normalises Israel’s illegal 
policies? Or do we ethically exert the limited power our profession gives us to advance 
peace? 
The terms of the academic boycott are often misunderstood. The official boycott guidelines 
ask academics only to boycott Israeli institutions, not individual researchers. No one is 
boycottable just for being affiliated to an Israeli university. Only officials of Israeli 
institutions — deans or presidents — or official university-sponsored activities, such as 
conferences, are subject to BDS. 
Academic BDS is not, then, the indiscriminate boycott of all Israeli researchers, as it is 
often presented. Quite the contrary: it applies only to academics who have chosen to 
assume leadership roles in key national institutions. 
Researchers should ground their politics empirically, in real data. But doing that means 
abandoning one of our most cherished fictions: the idea that talk will solve the world’s 
problems. International talks since Oslo have only entrenched the status quo. The Israeli 
government’s commitment to a settlement extends only to the illegal ones mushrooming 
over the West Bank, effectively scuttling the two-state solution. Peaceful pressure needs to 
be exerted on it to reset the power imbalance. 
Attending a conference in Tel Aviv as a physicist or an anthropologist will not advance 
dialogue on justice in the Middle East. Refusing to do so will: the Israeli government’s own 
response to BDS shows it constitutes a uniquely powerful force for progress in Israel-
Palestine. 
Academics are usually bit players in the realpolitik of international relations. But 
boycotting Israeli institutions is one concrete step we can take, in our own domain, to 
create the conditions in which a real dialogue can start. 
Nick Riemer is a lecturer in English and linguistics at the University of Sydney. 
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Palestinians die in new clashes over Jerusalem holy site 

Rosie Lewis12:00AM July 24, 2017 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/palestinians-die-in-new-clashes-
over-jerusalem-holy-site/news-story/e0ec4df8b5b0a1a9a5078c1bd75bc0b8 

Two Palestinians have died in clashes with Israeli forces as the army moved in to seal off 
an attacker’s home after violence over security measures at an ultra-sensitive holy site. 
The UN Security Council will hold talks tonight about the spiralling violence after Egypt, 
France and Sweden sought a meeting to “urgently discuss how calls for de-escalation in 
Jerusalem can be supported”. 
The deaths followed bloodshed on Friday, when a 19-year-old Palestinian killed three 
Israelis in the occupied West Bank and three Palestinians died in clashes with Israeli 
forces. 
Palestinian youths hurled stones and petrol bombs as the army used a bulldozer to close off 
the 19-year-old attacker’s West Bank village and prepare his house for probable 
demolition. 
Clashes also flared in east Jerusalem and other Palestinian villages in the West Bank near 
Jerusalem, police said, adding that anti-riot measures were used against them. 
At the Qalandiya crossing between the West Bank and Jerusalem, at least eight 
Palestinians were wounded, the Palestinian health ministry said. 
A Palestinian died of wounds suffered in clashes east of Jerusalem, the ministry said. It 
said 17-year-old Oday Nawajaa was hit by Israeli live fire at al-Azariya. Another 
Palestinian, 18, died nearby when a petrol bomb exploded prematurely. 
Israel’s Shin Bet internal security agency meanwhile said yesterday it had arrested 25 men 
active in the militant Hamas group that rules the Gaza Strip. 
The arrests included “senior members”, a Shin Bet statement read, and was part of the 
security forces’ preventive measures in the wake of “the tensions around the Temple 
Mount”. 
Also yesterday, a rocket fired at Israel from Gaza exploded mid-air, the Israeli army said, 
causing no injuries. 
No Palestinian group claimed responsibility for the projectile. The violence was triggered 
by security measures including metal detectors at the entrance to the Haram al-Sharif 
compound, known to Jews as the Temple Mount, ahead of the main weekly Friday prayers. 
Israel imposed the measures after a gun and knife attack killed two Israeli policemen on 
July 14. 
The Palestinians reject the measures, viewing them as Israel asserting further control over 
the holy site. 
The site in Jerusalem’s Old City that includes the revered al-Aqsa mosque and Dome of the 
Rock has been a focal point for Palestinians. 
Friday’s clashes erupted around the Old City. Three Palestinians aged between 17 and 20 
were shot dead. The Red Crescent reported 450 people wounded in Jerusalem and the 
West Bank, including 170 from live or rubber bullets. 
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The 19-year-old Palestinian later broke into a home in a Jewish settlement in the West 
Bank and stabbed four Israelis, killing three. He was shot by a neighbour and taken to 
hospital. 
The Israeli army said he had spoken in a Facebook post of the Jerusalem holy site and of 
dying as a martyr. 
The Israelis killed in Neve Tsuf, north of Ramallah and also known as Halamish, were 
Yosef Salomon, 70, his daughter Haya Salomon, 46, and son Elad Salomon, 36, officials 
said. The grandmother was wounded. 
Israeli soldiers raided the Palestinian’s village of Kobar and arrested his brother. 
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas froze contacts with Israel. There was no public 
reaction from Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 
The US, Russia, the EU and the UN — the Middle East Quartet — urged all sides to 
“demonstrate maximum restraint”. The quartet members “strongly condemn acts of terror, 
express their regret for all loss of innocent life”. 
AFP 
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https://www.jewishnews.net.au/alp-dangerous-path/66534 

ALP on a 'dangerous path' - The Australian Jewish News 

 
IT’S a long way from Cairns to Jerusalem, but the distance is shrinking, at least 
metaphorically, thanks to a group of Indigenous Australians who are committed to seeking 
justice for Israel in the harsh courts of international public opinion. 
Munganbana Norman Miller, a Cairns pastor and spokesman for a new support group, 
Indigenous Friends of Israel (IFI), told The AJN the organisation was formed several 
weeks ago and has hit the ground running – condemning a push within the ALP for 
unconditional recognition of a Palestinian state. 
It comes ahead of a motion to that effect which will be debated at the NSW Labor 
Conference next weekend. 
Claiming Labor powerbroker Bob Carr is “leading the Labor Party down a dangerous path” 
by advocating for recognition outside any framework of negotiations with Israel, Miller 
said he “is concerned at the incendiary language” of the former foreign minister, “while 
Palestinian leaders do not accept the right of Israel to exist – and support terrorism”. 
“At this stage, there is no viable Palestinian state until the governments of the West Bank 
and Gaza sort out their difficulties,” stated Miller. “Who will the Labor Party and possibly 
Labor in government recognise?” 
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He added that a unilateral declaration of a Palestinian state “is likely to further discourage 
the Palestinians from coming to the negotiating table for a peaceful settlement, something 
they have shown great reluctance to do already”. 
He also lamented the smearing of Israel as an “apartheid state”. 
“As Indigenous people, we know what apartheid is,” said Miller. “Israel is a beacon of 
democracy in the Middle East and has Arab Members of the Knesset, and has Arabs living 
peacefully and working in all walks of life, enjoying their democratic freedoms.” 
Initially inspired by Australia’s Jewish community as a role model for his people in the 
1990s, Miller is no stranger to Israel. He and his wife Barbara will be in an IFI contingent 
for the centenary of the Australian Light Horse charge at Beersheva in October. 
The Indigenous visitors will also take part in Sons of Abraham, a Jerusalem conference 
organised by the Cairns-based Centre for International Reconciliation and Peace. 
Miller, a professional artist, is planning to present the Knesset with one of his works, 
symbolising parallels between Aboriginal peoples in Australia and the biblical tribes of 
Israel. 
Meanwhile, Indian community organisations in Australia have also condemned the 
resolution proposed to the NSW ALP conference later this month which urges 
unconditional recognition of a Palestinian state. 
Meeting Jewish bodies, the Indian and Sikh leaders stated, “pressuring only one side to 
make unilateral concessions, without reciprocal initiatives from the other party, will serve 
only to discourage both peoples against making the hard compromises that will be 
essential for a just and durable outcome”. 
The statement referred to the Palestinian Authority’s rift with Hamas, concluding “there is 
no Palestinian entity which meets the legal and diplomatic criteria of a state”. 
It added, “Recognition of a state of Palestine other than as an outcome of a comprehensive 
peace agreement with Israel would do nothing to resolve the core issues of the Israel–
Palestinian conflict, in particular Jerusalem, refugees, borders, settlements, security and 
water. 
“The complex arrangements required to address these core issues will require cooperation 
between the parties via detailed agreements, not grandiloquent, symbolic statements of 
recognition by outside parties. 
“Recognition of a State of Palestine at the present time, and in the absence of any peace 
agreement with Israel, would therefore not only undermine the international rule of law, 
but would also lay the foundations for opening a new phase of the Palestinians’ conflict 
with Israel, rather than for resolving the conflict.” 
The statement was signed by Assocham Australia, the Council of Indian Australians, 
Friends of India, the Hindu Council of Australia, the Australian Sikh Association, Overseas 
Friends of the Bharatiya Janata Party Australia (OFBJP), the United Indian Associations 
and community leader Dr Yadu Singh. 
PETER KOHN 

 

NSW Labor conference heads for untidy ‘solution’ to Israel-
Palestine support 
Pro-Palestine Mr Carr said there was no prospect that the matter would be delayed.
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http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/nsw-labor-conference-heads-for-untidy-
solution-to-israelpalestine-support/news-story/0723a8a7fe677b7fe11bd6b3d9ae1b4e 

   
LABOR heavyweights have tied themselves up in knots trying to solve a problem that has 
confounded world leaders for decades — Israel and Palestine and the two-state solution. 
This weekend’s NSW Labor conference had been set to feature a resolution calling for 
recognition of a Palestinian state in what would have been seen as a black eye for federal 
Opposition Leader Bill Shorten, who is pro-Israel. 
But in a meeting on Tuesday between former NSW premier Bob Carr, upper house MP 
Shaoquett Moselmane, former state treasurer Eric Roozendaal, former ALP heavyweight 
Michael Easson, NSW Labor general secretary Kaila Murnain and Unions NSW boss Mark 
Morey a deal was reached to save Mr Shorten’s blushes. 

It is now expected that late on Sunday afternoon this year’s conference will vote to “urge” a 
Labor government to recognise Palestine, but as part of a clear two-state solution. 
The original Carr-inspired motion had no mention of the two-state solution. In one corner 
in this fight are the likes of federal frontbenchers Tony Burke and Anthony Albanese, who 
are with Mr Carr on the pro-Palestinian side, while Mr Shorten and his deputy Tanya 
Plibersek are pro-Israel. 
Some MPs are angry Mr Carr has brought this issue to the fore when the Labor conference 
would rather be focused on penalty rates and other issues where it thinks it can score some 
points. 
As it is, the Israel debate will be left to the very end of the conference — about 6pm on 
Sunday. “Both sides of this debate have been as bad as each other and frankly they’re as 
bad as the Palestinians and Israelis with dealing with each other,” one federal MP said. 

Another MP added: “Twenty-six of the 52 motions (in international relations) were about 
Israel and they were all (prepared) by Bob. There’s a pushback on Bob’s self-indulgence in 
this debate.” 
Mr Carr said there was no prospect that the matter would be delayed. 
“I have said numerous times that I think the issue is important,” he said. 
“My next comments will be on the floors of the party conference Sunday afternoon. I’m 
quietly confident the party has understood all the arguments and has reached the same 
position as I have.” 

 
Coalition and Labor evenly split in poll 
MPs said the reason this has become such a hot topic for debate is because it is now the lay 
members of the party who decide state and federal leaders and there is a big pro-
Palestinian component in western Sydney. 
One Labor source yesterday estimated there were about 1000 members of the 16,000- to 
17,000-strong party who were from a Middle Eastern background, predominantly Muslim, 
and “the one thing that unites them all is Palestine”. 
A spokesman for NSW Labor leader Luke Foley yesterday declined to comment on the 
debate. 
WHAT IS THE TWO-STATE SOLUTION? 
* The solution would result in an independent Israel and an independent Palestine. 
* It is based around the fact that the Israelis and Palestinians both want to run 
their countries differently so neither will get what they want in a joined state. 
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* However, the two sides cannot agree upon where the boundaries of the countries would 
lie. 

!  

WEB: www.afopa.com.au 
“Why Palestine? Because it is a just cause, a noble ideal, a moral quest for equality and human 
rights” — Edward Saïd  
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